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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi CALeVIP Team,
 
Thank you for your continual efforts in supporting the adoption of renewable transportation.
 
Can you help us understand the rationale in not making any additional updates to the
rebate application process so that it is more accessible for applicants? In my previous
conversations with Chandler Bobin, I was lead to believe that a lottery system was going to
be implemented for CALeVIP programs starting in 2021. The intent is to discourage the use
of automations to submit rebate applications while still allocating the majority of the funding
for first come first serve applications. The rebate application process, as it currently stands,
requires applicants to submit the most accurate application as fast as possible. As detailed
in an attached email to Chandler, the chances of a human being able to complete an
application and receive rebate funds is improbable.
 
We hope that you reconsider the way the rebate application process is currently
constructed for future programs so that automation does not feel like a necessity to receive
rebate funds.
 
Lastly, can you also share an applicant facing CALeVIP operational policy document that
highlights CALeVIP’s operational policies throughout the application lifecycle? This will help
promote transparency and mitigates scenarios in which funding is lost/cancelled due to an
internal policy that applicants are not privy to.
 
Regards,

Son Dang, PE
Director of Engineering, EV & Renewables

+1 (424) 258-7725

www.renewage.com

141 Nevada St., El Segundo, CA 90245

mailto:son@renewage.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov
tel:+1(949)%20291-6504
https://www.renewage.com/
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Hi Son,





 





I hope you had a nice Thanksgiving holiday as well. Thanks for your follow up about our conversation a couple weeks ago. 





 





First off, all of us on the CALeVIP team sincerely appreciate your team’s interest in CALeVIP over the past few years as our project would not be possible without your participation. 





 





I can certainly understand your frustration about where your applications are in the queue given your coordination to submit a large volume of applications when the apply now button went up. The San Diego County Incentive Project was extremely popular and was oversubscribed within a matter of minutes. We have a lot of other applicants that handle launch day in the same manner that you and your team did. We will process San Diego County Incentive Project applications on a first come, first served basis and will notify applicants once all year one funding is reserved so you can make an informed decision to stay on the waitlist or cancel your application. 





 





As I stated during our call, everyone on CALeVIP adheres to strict standards that our application process is equitable for all, and after an in-depth analysis of the application queue was conducted, no dishonest activity was identified. 





 





I appreciate your suggestions for making the application process more streamlined and equitable; I will share this feedback with our internal team to consider for our future projects. 





 





Best regards,





 





Chandler Bobin
Operations Manager
Transportation
858-429-0942 x594 





Center for Sustainable Energy®
3980 Sherman Street, Suite 170
San Diego, CA  92110





Learn more about our mission to decarbonize at EnergyCenter.org





 





From: Son Dang <son@renewage.com> 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2020 11:54 AM
To: Chandler Bobin <chandler.bobin@energycenter.org>
Subject: San Diego County CALeVIP Feedback





 





Hi Chandler, 





I hope you had a chance to enjoy the Thanksgiving holiday. 





Thank you for talking to me a couple of weeks ago regarding the San Diego County’s CALeVIP program and providing insights in how CALeVIP projects are being reviewed.





My company and its affiliates have been heavily invested in promoting the CALeVIP programs over the past few years.  Having previous experience with the program and knowing funds are based on a first-come, first-serve basis, we recognize the importance of submitting applications early and on-time.  For that reason, we had over (65) personnel available among our company and our affiliated companies and clients prepared for the manual submission of (70) total projects, with the majority of people responsible for one (1) application with the prior knowledge of how quickly funds are reserved.

Each of (65) personnel were trained and ready for submission, logged in to the CALeVIP website under their individual accounts and refreshing their browsers constantly waiting for the 'Apply Now' button to appear.  Once it did, the entire group was alerted and began submitting their applications.  Virtually every single participant began their application within the first 30 seconds to 1 minute of the 'Apply Now' button being available and finished within 4-5 minutes (only slowed down by the server and website loading speed).  Yet, despite this, the lowest # application that was received was 080, the next lowest in the 130 range and then the majority of the rest in the 200-350 range.  So, assuming the application #s start at 0 and are assigned in sequential order, by the time our affiliated personnel completed submitting applications, our applications made up, at minimum, 25% of the total pool of submitted applications.

As I understand it, the application submission # assignments do not start until the 4th step is completed, just before uploading the signed SVF form.  It also states, paraphrasing, that the clock doesn't start on the receipt of application until the SVF form is uploaded.  If this is the case, then the application # is not the only factor for application priority, but is a good indication.

However, after speaking with Delaney and yourself last week, based on the suggested cutoff application #s of what was received and expected to be funded, it would suggest that my company and its affiliate companies and customers would only possibly have (1) application that made it through.  

We just don't see how it is physically possible that we can coordinate and train 65 people to independently submit (1) application each as soon as the program opens, making up at minimum 25% of the applications submitted at that time, initiating the applications within (1) minute of the program opening and completing them with SVF form uploaded in < 3-5 minutes time total and only have (1) potential application qualify for funding.  We were not anticipating all of our applications to be accepted, but to see just possibly (1) out of (70) be in consideration after all applications were hand initiated within seconds of the program opening is equally unlikely unless certain applications were not submitted manually and/or used automation tools to help gain advantage.

We strongly believe that there are other factors at play here that are allowing other submitters to break the application submission rules in order to unfairly gain advantage in their submissions.  I know that the program has had issues in the past with and had even anticipated robo-script submissions due to the warning regarding this on the website.  However, I strongly feel that some of the applicants continue to use software and other automated tools to gain this unfair advantage. 

How and what is the CALeVIP program doing to audit against this to ensure no foul play is at hand?  Is this being verified and how can participants, like RenewAge and its affiliates, who undoubtedly are following the rules be assured unfair competition is being safeguarded against?  If there is even the slightest possibility the existing application process can be compromised by a robo-submission/auto-typing bot program that can be used to gain an unfair advantage without being detected, would the program be open to considering an alternative funding allocation model?  

While by intention the first-come first-serve model is designed to be fair, it only remains fair if the submission process is free of risk of being compromised; which web forms tend to have certain vulnerabilities to automation scripts and bots.

May we suggest CALeVIP consider a compromise that ensures fair participation in this program and future programs?

Rather than only working based on first-come, first-serve application submissions, if the program were to cap submissions at the first XXX number of applications received (example: 300 or 500) and then use a lottery system based on those received applications under the cap, it might help to more fairly distribute the funding.  As it applies to CALeVIP San Diego, this would encapsulate all applications that were received within the first 3-5 minutes the program opened; safeguarding against most undetectable foul play and those applications that were unfairly delayed purely due to low server speed and web page loading time on each step of the application.  This too is not an end-all-be-all solution, but it does help mitigate against some of the risk of unfair advantage, while still rewarding the early and prepared movers.





We sincerely hope that CALeVIP takes this feedback into consideration and we would welcome the opportunity to jump on a call to discuss further.





Regards,






Son Dang, PE





Director of Engineering, EV & Renewables
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